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Dreamweaver 8, part of Adobe’s Studio 8, brings together the features that allow you to have unprecedented control of the creation of your web documents and web sites. By integrating XHTML document type definitions (DTD), cascading style sheets (CSS), and a number of features that allow you to clean-up and convert HTML based documents, Dreamweaver allows you to create valid, flexible documents that are standards compliant.

In this seminar, we will look at how to create a valid XHTML page from scratch; how to convert an existing HTML page to XHTML; how we can work with a pages existing CSS; how to create an external, linked CSS easily; how we can edit tags inside our document as we work; and how to validate your page—all while inside Dreamweaver.

Demonstration materials, including some small movies that demonstrate some of the techniques demonstrated in this seminar, are available at http://its.psu.edu/training/wc2006/index.html.
Got pictures? Need to get them ready for the web by reducing the file size while maintaining the image quality? Photoshop can help turn your digital images into dazzling web content that provides “eye candy” with the “wow” factor.

In this seminar, we will look at some of the features beyond simple image cropping and correction, such as extracting parts of an image; using liquefy and other tools to add new dimensions to your photos and digital images.

Demonstration materials, including some small movies that demonstrate some of the techniques demonstrated in this seminar, are available at http://its.psu.edu/training/wc2006/index.html.